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1905-1906 was reported to have said, " serve him right." There was no reason
Age 53-54 wkatever to SUpp0se that he would have distributed these offices
differently, if this incident had not taken place, and Sir Edward
Grey's well-known and perfectly genuine reluctance to accept office
makes it specially wide of the mark to suggest that he used coercion
to obtain an appointment which was freely at his disposal, if *he
chose to take it.
Asquith's inner thoughts may be traced in two letters to Haldane,
the first when the issue was in doubt, the second when it had been
decided:
Asquith to Mr. Haldane.
the atheneum, pall mall, S.W.
Secret.	1th December, 1905.
4fo DEAR H.
*
I was empowered this morning to offer the Foreign Office to E.
Grey, and an offer of the War Office will soon be on its way to you. Tie
Woolsack being in spite of all my arguments and efforts given elsewhere,
I judged from our talk the other day that this would be the place which
you would like best, better, e.g., than the Home Office.
But on the other outstanding point—the leadership of the H. of C.—all
my endeavours carried on ceaselessly for two days have proved vain.
After considerable hesitation and ostensible, probably actual, wavering,
C.-B. has, on the advice of his wife, declined to go at once to H. of L.
This, of course, raises a situation of much gravity, and Grey, with whom
I have had a long talk, is resolved to refuse office.
I have thought the matter most carefully over during the last 48 hours
from every point of view, and I have come to the conclusion (as I told him)
that it is my duty to accept.
•'The conditions are in one respect fundamentally different from those
f%Mch we, or at any rate I, contemplated when we talked in the autumn.
The election is before and not behind us, and a Free Trade majority, still
Vore an independent majority, is not a fact but at most a probability.
I stand in a peculiar position which is not shared by either of you.
If I refuse to go in, one of two consequences follows either (1) the
attempt to form a Govt. is given up (which I don't believe in the least
would now happen) or (2) a weak Govt. would be formed entirely or almost
entirely of one colour.
In either event in my opinion the issue of the election would be put in
the Colonies, the Empire, etc. etc., and the defections of the whole of oiai
group would be regarded as conclusive evidence.   The tertius gaud&ns at
Jjalmsny would look on with complacency.    I cannot imagine more
cSsastrons conditions under which to fight a Eree Trade election.
/ 4&d the whole responsibility, I repeat, would be mine.  I cfould not say,
aftec-ftte offers made to Grey and you, that our group had been flouted,
*'ta$4pl$4aljr grotatd J could take would be that I and not C.-B. must from

